78th MSSA Senate
March 16, 2011
Senate called to order by 78th Speaker Matthew Schmidt

Roll Call(present-absent-excused-proxy)

Jennifer Dooley 21-1-1, Matthew O’Flaherty 6-1-0, Vanessa Rivera 2-0-0, Matthew L excen 15-2-2, Shay
Ademola-Sadipe 6-1-0, Spencer Johnson 6-0-0-1, Dan Krom er 23-0-0, Kofi Abaidoo 1-0-1, Nathan Gustafson
19-4-0, Scott Boyd 7-0-0, Cody Ingenthron 15-2-2, Sarah Koenen 23-0-0, Micheal Do 20-2-0-1, Moriah Miles 60-0, Stephen Johnson 8-2-0, Amanda Blomgren 7-0-0, Rachel Sargent 16-4-0, Ted Gibbons 16-2-0, Matthew
Lidquist 1-0-0 Braeden Hogie 18-2-3, Kelvin Borchardt 14-2-0, Lela Magxaka 20-2-0-1, Luke VanBeek 4-1-0,
Nansy Pradhan 21-1-1, Ritesh Maharjan 5-0-0, Sarah Revering 6-0-0, Tyler Ulferts 7-0-0, Michael Hanson 30-0, Taylor Pederson 23-0-0, President Williams 22-0-1, Vice President Anderson 22-0-1

Open Forum
Adesola- International Center Graduate Assistant
International Festival this year will be held April 17th. It’s coming really fast. It is a free event open
to the community. It is a way for different cultures to be shared with the community. All of our
international students sing and dance and share their cultures. There will be food from all across
the world to make it as diverse as possible. We would like to get as many domestic students involved
as we can to take part in the festival. The festival is for Mankato. We have free transportation for
students. If you have any suggestions please let me know. If MSSA would like to have a table at the
festival, there is an application to fill out. Let me know if you are interested.
Sarah Revering- Student Affairs Coordinator
Policies are up and coming. Student Affairs is doing policies. I didn’t get a chance to print them off
for meeting. I will have some available in the office for you to view. I will also pass some out for you
to view now.
IMPACT- Kevin Winslow
Dynamic Duo is next week. They are a pair of slam poets. It is two people who work off each other.
It’s a really fast show. It’s pretty hilarious. It’s on Wed. March 23 at 8pm. You might want to get
there a little early. This month’s Mavericks after Dark will be a fifties theme and include a
caricature artist, French fries, mini burgers, cherry cola. We will be giving away sunglasses. We will
be featuring our Singer/Songwriter competition. It’s kind of like Battle of the Bands. It should be a
fun show. This week we have the movie Tran in Stomper’s Cinema
Kelvin BorchardtApril 7th we are having a speaker come in CSU 284. I will pass around a poster. It’s about alcohol
awareness and responsibility.
President Williams- How are you with funding with this?
Senator Kelvin- We got two organizations to sponsor this. We went with Men Against Violence, and
Phi Delta Theata. We also got some money from RHA, SAC, and security. We are a little short. Any
suggestions would be great. All other arraignments should be taken care of.
Mike HodappI don’t know how many of you made it to the Basketball game, but I have never seen anything like
this in my experience on campus. It was a really fun environment.
Approval of Consent Agenda
Appointments- Brett Anderson Newspaper Board
Student Allocation Committee Recommendations
SOAFC M#03.16.11A College Republicans and Economics Club
Student Allocations Committee recommends allocating $1,000 to host a presentation by Thomas E. Woods Jr.
SOAFC M#03.16.11B Making Waves: A Feminist Collective
Student Allocations Committee recommends allocating $150 to create an alternative publication for students regarding
social justice.
SAC M#03.16.11A Council for Exceptional Children
Student Allocations Committee recommends allocating $200 to the Council for Exceptional Children to attend the annual
Minnesota Special Education Conference in Duluth, MN.
SAC M#03.16.11B Prepare Ministries
Student Allocations Committee recommends allocating $150 to Prepare Ministries to attend a leadership retreat in
Washington, DC.

SAC M#03.16.11C Circle K International
Student Allocations Committee recommends allocating $350 to Circle K International to attend the Minnesota-Dakotas
Circle K International District Convention i n Fargo, ND.
SAC M#03.16.11D Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Student Allocations Committee recommends allocating $850 to Intervarsity Christian Fellowship to travel to St. Louis,
MO to collaborate with other campuses and residents to solve societal issues (Poverty, racism, and cultural oppression).
SAC M#03.16.11E Phi Sigma Pi
Student Allocations Committee recommends allocating $260 to Phi Sigma Pi National Honor Fraternity to attend a
regional conference at the University of Illinois-Champaign.
SAC M#03.16.11F Mudworks Ceramics
Student Allocations Committee recommends allocating $150 to Mudworks Ceramics to attend the National Conference for
the Education of the Ceramic Arts (NCECA) in Tampa, FL.
SAC M#03.16.11G Campus Crusade for Christ
Student Allocations Committee recommends allocating $750 to Campus Crusade for Christ to travel to Panama City
Beach, FL for a conference.
SAC M#03.16.11H Works on Paper
Student Allocations Committee recommends allocating $400 to Works on Paper to attend the Southern Graphics
Conference in St. Louis, MO
SAC M#03.16.11I International Business Organization
Student Allocations Committee recommends allocating $133 to the International Business Organization to colver travels
to Madison and Milwaukee to visit various companies.
SAC M#03.16.11J Gerontology Club
Student Allocations Committee recommends allocating $155 to the Gerontology Club to attend the Minnesota
Gerontological Society (MGS) Conference in Brookl yn Center, MN.
Approval of M inutes 3-3-11

Approved with corrections.

New Business
M#3.16.2011A City of Mankato Code 9.48
Whereas:
Whereas:
Whereas:

Senator Borchardt/VP Anderson

The Mankato City Council has proposed to create a new ordinance under City Code Chapter 9
relating to disruptive intoxication
The Department of Public Safety Detective Commander cam e to the MSSA to present the
ordinance and answer questions
It is the duty of the MSSA to provide feedback to the City under the newly established City –
Student Affairs Committee

Be it Resolved: The MSSA support the City in the creation of City Code Section 9. 48
Be it Further R esolved: The MSSA request the City partner with us to provide a media campaign to
educate community members, both on and off cam pus, about the new ordinance
Be it Further R esolved: The MSSA formally requests the city provide feedback as it pertains to the extent
of citations issued and to the perceived effectiveness of the ordinance

Senator Borchardt-The city has a set way they can handle intoxication. Many of you have probably
known someone who has had to go to detox or received citations. The only thing city doesn’t have a
clarification of definitions and what they can do to issue a citation. They got this one from St. Cloud.
It’s worked for them. A lot of concerns we had was if it was a way for the police to increase looking
for students. They are looking more of the action, not in reference to alcohol. I think we should
support this.
Vice President Anderson- I have been in the community for a long time. I feel great to have this
charged to us. We didn’t open the paper and see a new policy. We have a say in it. I think this is
great. We shouldn’t be peeing on someone else’s car. I don’t think they are trying to target us in any
way. We can hammer that out tomorrow night at the city committee. I really get the feeling that
this isn’t to target students, just to move things along downtown. It feels good that we got the
chance to review it.
Senator Gibbons- I went to the same meeting. The laws that are on the books right now say that
someone would have to come along and say that this behavior disturbs me and they would have to
come to court and say the same thing. I think it’s cool that this came to us. I think it’s just meant to
clear out bar close.
President Williams- I was talking with some classmates about this. They said that this was clearly
targeting students and asked why we weren’t standing up for student’s rights. I asked what they
meant by rights. They thought we had a right to act any way we wanted to. I told them that it is

their responsibly to act civilized. It’s intriguing to see how this plays out. I do support this. I think it
will turn around the perception of students in the community.
Motion Passes.
PresentationsNikki Sabby/ Andrew Spaeth Budget Presentation from MSUSA (handout in file)
We have the MSUSA current and projected budget for you. You are the MSUSA. You are our fee
paying members. What do you want to see out of the budget this next year? Your feedback has been
outlined. The main purpose is to walk through the budget and get some feedback. MSUSA was
established in 1967. Students contribute 43 cents/credit. We have one of the lowest and most
consistent fees. The average student pays about $10. I want to congratulate everyone who applied
for the Penny Scholarship. The JPS Scholarship is due April 1st . The Alumni Association is doing a
mentorship program. There are a number of opportunities for students. Federal Advocacy UpdatePreservation of Pell Grant full funding, preservation of Federal Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant, reform to federal student financial aid laws that would allow state loans such as
Minnesota’s SELF loan.
FY2012 Budget- (Handout in file)
Senator Do- With the campus committee budget, will this be distributed evenly or proportional to
the campus size?
Nikki Sabby- Evenly
Andrew Speath- We have looked at the numbers across campuses. The numbers are pretty even.
Some of the smaller campuses have just as much attendance as a bigger school. The amount of
resources that it takes to serve that many students is the same.
Nikki Sabby- We are making it more accessible for the campus committees to get their money
because there has been some hoops to get there. It’s going to be a lot easier. So fear not my friends.
Senator Borchardt- What are some of the assumptions that the campus committees are going to be
spending this money on?
Nikki Sabby- We have made a whole new work plan. We are going to be doing a lot moe to hold the
campus committees accountable. What are some of the things he wanted the campus committees to
do?
Andrew Speath- We are going to provide training on campus to students. Matt will be holding more
lobby training this semester. Things are different every year. Next year is a bonding year. I know
Mankato has a couple of bonding projects. Providing resources to the committee so that it can
effectively get the word out about that project. I know the administration does a lot of that work as
well. What we have heard from every campus is that they want more resources on campus through
the campus committee. We want to give the Student Governments and the campus committees some
flexibility to say what will work best on their campus, and to give the campus committee the
flexibility to develop a budget. The ultimate deal is to have more resources.
President Williams- I am wondering about the consultant fees. You mentioned that there is a
building project that is ramping us up $10,000. With it going on for the past two years, why all of a
sudden are we pushing it up 10,000?
Nikki Sabby- We have made some commitments that was regardless to whether or not we actually
go through with the purchasing. It’s kind of the due diligence and making sure we are properly
researching and have that support necessary as we continue to explore.
Andrew Spaeth- Our Board of Directors the year before last signed a contract with a realty company
that will also do the design work for us when we co-locate with MSCSA. We have to fulfill these
obligations whether or not we decide as a Board to buy property. It’s also for an IT consultant to
come in and tell us what we need for an office that is going to run effectively technology wise.
President Williams- This increase, is it just those extra costs with the company? They are coming
into this year? We have been with this company for two years now; this just seems like a drastic
jump.
Andrew Spaeth- I’m sure there is more behind it than the realty company and the IT consultant. I
can get back to your senate.
Nikki Sabby- Our Office Manager has a more specific breakdown as to what it all entails and the
specific contract. I can get that to you.
Vice President Anderson-

Andrew Spaeth- We are not proposing an increase in our fee. Given the fiscal constraints and what
our message has been as an association, we are advocating for affordable tuition, keep student fees
down, and keep textbook prices down. We aren’t going to increase our own fee at this time.
Vice President Anderson- So that $30,000 difference is covered?
Andrew Spaeth- Yeah, based on the enrollment projections that we have gotten from the central
office. We feel pretty safe with that number.
President Williams- More into the overall big picture budget planning- when we talk about 3-5 year
planning, do we take into your own projections for the next couple years as well? There has been a
lot of talk of decreasing in high school graduates coming up. That will definitely effect student fees
because our budget is directly tied to student fees. Do we plan out that far based on those
projections? Or is it just on a yearly basis?
Nikki Sabby- Right now we have pretty vague projections. They are laid out for 2013-14. But
obviously we would look at it more closely when it comes closer and we can get more accurate
projections. We are starting to think about it.
Andrew Spaeth- That is a good point President Williams. We are going to be facing, just like the
Universities are, decrease in enrollment. So we need to start thinking about that now. MSUSA
typically has not got a lot of funding from grants. That may be an avenue that we need to
investigate if we want to keep our revenue consistent. Or we may need to think about what we can
give up and what we can’t offer.
Senator Boyd- Could you explain the E-Tapestry?
Andrew Spaeth- It’s actually something new. We are in the developing stages of investing in a
contact management system. For the first time in MSUSA, we are going to be able to contact every
one of our stakeholder, our fee paying members. It is going to help inform the general student
population on pressing issues facing higher education.
Nikki Sabby- This has been in the talk for a while, but we are interested in sending out our first
email before the end of the semester, sometime in April. So we are getting stuff done with that
finally.
Senator Boyd- So would it be just an email system?
Andrew Spaeth- Yeah, it’s a pretty advanced email system. We could email all 75,000 plus members
at once. We can follow what people click on and what they do. You could sign up for things like
legislative action alerts. So if you want to be aware of when the bill that is going to cut funding for
the Pell Grant is going to be heard, so that you can email your legislator that day and tell them that
this is important to you. You will have the capability to do that as well.
President Williams- Has there been discussion about allocating the on-campus advocacy events and
actually making those a line item?
Andrew Speath- We could break that out.
Nikki Sabby- That is the intent. If you would be more comfortable seeing it broken down father, that
would be fine.
Vice President Anderson- What do we have for reserve funds?
Andrew Speath- Our organization has known for about the last ten years that we need to move out
of that space. So we have been budgeting conservatively so we can eventually co=locate with
MSCSA. Our investments right now are around $420,000. That has been built up over fifteen years
or so.
Senator Do- Has MSCSA been taking the same measures to co-locate?
Andrew Spaeth- They have been much more aggressive about saving. Their board actually created a
line item in their budget specifically for the building project. The last three fiscal years they have
put $30,000 each year. If you looked up their 9-90, you would see that their reserves are much
higher than ours.
President Williams- How was touring the property?
Andrew Spaeth- Our Board of Directors, Officers, staff members, MSCSA’s Board of Directors,
Officers, and some staff members toured two properties. Both were the right size and within the
price ranger that our two associations could afford together.
Senator Boyd- I am trying to figure out where the difference is coming from in the totals.
Nikki Sabby- We are over that much in the budget, which is nothing compared to the budget. It’s
nothing to be alarmed by.
Andrew Spaeth- I would really like you to give me some feedback, so please e-mail me.

Coordinator Report
Dan Kromer- Academic Affairs
April 15th we have a big wig from Barnes and Noble coming to Mankato to discuss Nook Study. It is
designed specifically for students to read textbooks on their computer. Paula See’s- There is an issue
where students are selling their notes online. It’s a big violation of the intellectual property rights.
The dicey thing is whether the teacher is saying or writing it and whether or not it is a violation. It
would be nice to suggest some things. Sammie will come and answer some questions for us.
Officer Reports
President Williams
Tomorrow is the second official Student Affair Committee. We will be discussing statute 9.48. It’s
nice that they are taking us seriously. The agenda is basically just like Meet and Confer. I stole it
from them actually. Mary Dowd chuckled at the agenda. She thought it looked oddly familiar. We
will be talking about the three strike rule for renters. The intent for the three strike rule may not be
how it is implemented. There is some disconnect there. Kelvin is working on a better neighbor
pamphlet. It has information on how to be a neighbor and how to be a member of the community.
We are going to bring it to the committee to see what other schools may like to add or suggest.
South Central and Bethany didn’t have much to add. They are pretty new to this. Meet and Confer
is tomorrow at 1:00pm. I have a few spots that could potentially be filled. If you have not yet been to
one, I would encourage you to go. You get a free lunch. It’s not the overall intent, however. MSU
Men’s Basketball game, have you ever seen a student section like that before? No, it was positive,
energetic, and fun. It’s that type of student behavior that we need to keep up at games. For those of
you who will still be here, keep it up! Go to the International Festival. It’s a very cool event. It is the
largest international festival in the state outside of U of M.
Vice President Anderson- Isn’t it true that the student have already paid for the lunch?
President Williams- No, it comes from the Dean’s budget. So yeah, I guess they did in taxes.
Vice President Anderson
I have some good news from Hertz. We have surpassed a goal. We have our hours 13% over our goal.
(for one month anyway) The rest of the months we are still in the hole, but hopefully we’ll get out of
that. We are getting a lot of stuff set up for the next group. I looked at some of the one-time money
proposals. I looked at them yesterday. I wrote down some that should be given a second look. It’s fun
to read them. Elections are getting up and running. Hiring is coming up for the Cheri position. We
need to get that done before Mike leaves. Senator Lexcen sent you out an e-mail about MSUSA.
Please go. It’s a good time. I found a nice way to get the city involved in handing out information to
new entering freshman. I think the Basketball game last night was one of the greatest memories of
MSU that I have.
Senator Pederson- I felt bad because one unlucky soul fell and everyone kept going still when we
were surrounding the court. I saw them fall and I just kept going.
Speaker Schmidt
I loved the Basketball game as well. I wore a ski mask. Hopefully we can carry on until next
semester. Since spring is upon us now, we need to start considering a walk up to the capital because
my toes are permanently damaged to this day. I encourage you to do the same sacrifice.
Senator Reports
Taylor Pederson- Gage B
HOMECOMING REPORT
I’m doing my report on the budget line for Homecoming. I met with Greg Wilkins today which was
an amazing meeting. He said that the Homecoming details were submitted in February and we’re
still waiting on the approval. SAC will be presenting it on April 6th and it will reach President
Davenport by April 27th. So hopefully by then Homecoming will be passed.
Greg said that the committee is asking for 62,500 for this next year’s homecoming, even though the
last few years have been only 47,500. They’re asking for more because we want to get a bigger name
entertainer. He’s not sure on what will be happening for sure activity wise being it is up to what the
students pretty much want and what we can afford. The comedian alone last year cost 20,000, which
is a lot for someone to ramble for an hour. So basically the planning won’t even start until
Homecoming is approved. After that then the committee will start planning the events with the
amount of money they have.

If anybody is interested, Homecoming meetings are Tuesday afternoons. Not sure on the time, but
Greg will know. Kelsey Bush is the Chair and they are looking for volunteers to help planning the
events because it takes a lot of work to do.
AND! The Mavericks won the Regional Championship last night against Fort Lewis. Jefferson
Mason had 26 pts 17 boards. STUD! It was basically the coolest thing ever. They play now next
week in Massachusetts so hopefully school is cancelled and there are fan buses that go there for
Nationals.
I will not stand for questions. I have class. Bye
Tyler Ulferts- Off Campus
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Student Activities
Student Activities includes the following subsections
Student Activities: 361,192-360,848 -344
IMPACT: 95,670-115,670 +20,000
Homecoming: 49,500-64,500 +15,000
Mavericks After Dark: 10,000-20,000 +10,000
Leadership: 5,700-7,700 +2000
Community Engagement
Non-Traditional Students
Greek Life
Student Organizations
Total increase of +46,656
Student activities fees are mostly used for administrative costs such as staff salaries and
benefits.
IMPACT sets up and operates concerts, speakers, comedy shows, stomper cinema and
various other events on campus throughout the year.
o Requesting +20,000 to increase the quality of events and bring in bigger named acts
o Greg says Atmosphere and Cloud Cult are just the beginning
o Requests that senate rethink the $10,000 limit for charging students admission to
events
 Some events that don’t cost that much still get big enough that they have to
turn people away, and it might be a good way to earn revenue
Mavs After Dark is a monthly event that takes place on weekends in the CSU, and is
requesting an increase of +10,000 to its budget.
o Before Greg these were held weekly, took up more of the budget and maintained
lower attendance while receiving very little assistance from RSO’s on campus.
o Last year average attendance was around 300 with a max of 700 for the pirate
themed event
o This year average attendance was around 500 with a max of 800+ for mavs on a stick
o 3-4 RSO’s help with each Mavs After Dark event this year
The Leadership portion of Student Activities is requesting an additional +2000 to their
budget this year.
o This additional money is going to be used exclusively for the end-of-year Student
Leadership Program awards ceremony.
 This ceremony has been put on by Student Activities every year and there has
been no budget
 Greg has had to beg for money from various offices around campus to fund it
 Lori Woodward requested this be added to the budget because it’s an
important event that benefits students, and the focus should be put on setting
up a successful event rather than stressing about funding it





Student Activity Information
o Greg’s goal is to average less than $5 of cost per student attending events
o This year’s totals so far
 Homecoming cost per student $4.79
 Total cost per student without homecoming $2.56
 Total cost per student with homecoming $3.14
o Note: Despite having a budget of over $500,000 less than $100,000 is used for actual
programming of events
SAC information
o We are requesting more thorough information from groups about their budgets,
especially with requests
 Greg will be presenting SAC with estimates for events and costs for the
upcoming year so we can get a better understanding of how the money will be
spent

Matthew O’Flaherty- Allied Health and Nursing
I meet with Harry Krampf before break. We didn’t talk long, but we brought up some glaring
issues within the College of Allied Health and Nursing. Being a Sport Management major, I already
knew a lot of what was wrong and good about my specific program, but I wanted to learn more
about my counterparts programs. Nursing is one of the biggest programs on campus here and it is
odd to me how you have to keep cutting enrollment figures. Mr. Krampf said that due to budget cuts
the previous curriculum does not fit well with today’s number of students. What they are hoping for
is to re-structure the curriculum by keeping the same amount of faculty, but raising the number
accepted into the program each year by at least double. I thought that is an excellent and cost
efficient idea that will benefit both the University and the students.
We also did talk about the Human Performance department as a whole. I mentioned how our
department does seem different from the rest of CAHN. He agreed saying that my program is
business related, but the rest of the programs like athletic training are health. Therefore, my one
program will not trump the rest. I have had a few kids in my program ask me why we are not in
COB, and that would be the reason.
I think I am going to schedule a longer meeting with him in the near future to be able to get
more information on the other programs, especially Dental Hygiene and the RPLS program. Both of
those interest me quite a bit and I want to know more on how they are doing.
Spencer Johnson- College of Business
March Madness
Something that is important to students and takes up a lot of their time during the months of
March and April is college basketball. The term “March Madness” is used to refer to the period in
college basketball when the NCAA tournament begins. The tournament is composed of the 64 best
teams in college hoops. Each team is given a rank and slotted in the bracket. The number 1 seed
plays the 16 seed, the 2 seed plays the 15 seed, and so on and so forth until every team is matched
up as fairly as possible. The tournament technically began yesterday with 4 play in games that pit
two teams against one another for a chance to play in the tournament. This year there are three
more playoff games than in previous years as the NCAA looks to expand the number of teams that
have a chance to participate in the tournament. There have been talks throughout college
basketball that the NCAA may be considering increasing the amount of teams that play in the
tournament in the years to come. The logic behind such a move would be that with more games
more revenue could be accumulated.
There are a number of terms used to describe the specific rounds of the tournament. For example,
the final sixteen teams in the tournament are referred to as the Sweet Sixteen. There is also the
Elite Eight and the Final Four. It is a noted accomplishment just to make it to these rounds, even if
a team is not able to reach or win the championship game. The Final Four is an especially exciting
round and it can put a team in the spotlight for many years to come. An illustration of this is
Michigan State under Tom Izzo. They have played underwhelming thus far this year, however,

since they reached the Final Four in the previous two years, some experts believe they will reach
that spot again.
My Elite Eight picks are Ohio State, Syracuse, Duke, San Diego State, Kansas, Purdue, Wisconsin,
and Florida. Not many of these picks are huge upsets. I have three of the four one seeds making it to
the Elite Eight and my lowest seed is the fourth. My Final Four picks are Syracuse, San Diego
State, Kansas, and Florida. They rank in as a 3, 2, 1, and 2 seed respectively. I have Syracuse and
Kansas reaching the title game with Kansas taking the gold. I would say my bracket is pretty
underwhelming when it comes to upset picks and daring moves but in the past my picks have
always faired pretty well. Hopefully this year will be no different.
Scott Boyd- CSET
I had the pleasure of sitting down with Mike Hodapp this week. We briefly discussed what has been
going on at the budget hearing meetings. He explained the general process which is fairly simple.
Each group, such as Health Services or Intercollegiate Athletics have the ability to have a scheduled
hearing in front of SAC in order to determine their budget for the upcoming school year. Many
groups choose not to have a hearing scheduled, mostly because they are either requesting the same
amount or less than the current school year's budget allowed. The three largest groups, Student
Activities, Health Services, and Intercollegiate Athletics, mostly always have a hearing scheduled
due to their large request from the budget. This is regardless to their decision to raise, lower, or
maintain their budget.
Mike stated that the hearings are being finished fairly easily, with only a few left. On April
6th, SAC will present the budget to MSSA, giving us a week to consider the allocations. We have
scheduled a vote on April 13th to vote on this budget. At this meeting will likely be directors of a few
of the groups advocating that we alter the budget in a slightly different direction. Among these
possible alterations was a question posed to the directors of these groups to consider the possibility
of a 3% reduction to their group. Each director was asked to submit a report of the impact of this
reduction on their organization.
All the information on these budget hearings is currently (at the time of writing) on the main
table in the Senate office. It is strongly suggested that each Senator review this information before
the meetings in April. While the book may be lengthy, it's your responsibility as Senators to know
what it is you're voting upon. Most of the hearings have been completed, but a few of them have
been penciled in for the upcoming Mondays and Tuesdays.
Amanda Blomgren- Undeclared
This week, I am doing my senator report on my dean or residence hall. Since I’m undeclared, I don’t
have a dean. I decided to talk with Nicole Dose, director of first year experience. She said that she
didn’t really know what we should talk about, so we ended up just talking about all the changes in
the school and how it is affecting first year students like me. She said that 75% of undeclared
students are freshmen, and the rest are typically sophomores.
We talked a lot about the new residence hall construction, how it will affect students this year and
next year, including the issue of parking. We also talked about what is going to happen to gage and
I realized that everyone is very misinformed or uninformed. According to the MNSU ResLife
website, following construction of the new res hall, the entire gage complex will be torn down and
used for more parking.
The office of first year experience is currently preparing for summer orientation and next year’s first
year students. And, although they were leery about putting off-campus information in, they are also
very excited about the safety brochures being handed out in orientation bags this summer. (A little
shout out to all who worked on that!)
This is a short report, but it was great to just get in touch with Nicole and really learn about first
year students, as well as show her my side of things.
One last thing, she said she was very impressed with the amount of things we are accomplishing
this year. She said this is one of the first years she can remember senators coming to speak to her,
so keep up the good work.
Sarah Koenen- CSET
Advising



Advising report
o This report is basically a combination of everything that the task force has done. We
have drafted it and are currently editing the 50+ page document. We hope that this
will be submitted to the new Associate Vice President of Student Affairs and
Enrollment Management and to Meet and Confer.
o What we’ve done: researched other reports, advisor/advisee survey, survey of advising
structures at other universities, graduation application survey (continuous)
o We hope to also create a shorter executive summary report
o We also hope to continue the task force in upcoming years to continue everything that
we have started doing
o Stay tuned for the report.

CSET
CSET will be hosting an event for Homecoming next year and planning is already taking place.
They are very excited to show off all of the new Trafton and Ford Hall renovations. Recently they
put on a big science fair (which I went and visited for a bit) with middle school and high school
students.




Technology:
I am currently serving on the search for new Vice President of Technology and CIO. I have
spent and will spend many hours of application review so that we can find the best applicant
for this position. I do find it very beneficial for some of this review for being an Information
Systems major entering into this technology field.

Student Technology Fee is on its 5th / 6 meetings and will now begin to figure out exactly
what our priorities are with the tech fee for the upcoming year. Stay tuned for an update on
that, the report, and a motion.
LTR:
o 7700 France
 Increased bandwidth finally is being (or has been) installed
 New Smartboard(s) have been installed
o Working with the ITS helpdesk in updating new camera phones and incident
reporting system
o Tech week was a success and are excited to continue it in years to come
o Noteselling has become an issue on campus due to selling of intellectual property.
There are sites where students get paid to upload their notes (sometimes quizzes and
exams too but that is technically forbidden by the site). It is somewhat of a confusing
topic as we have a policy for copyrights and policies that could cover this area but not
necessarily lays out this topic.
o E-readers are looking into and working on some copyright issues. Probably will do a
trial study.
Announcements
Senator Lexcen- I want to thank you all who e-mailed me back as fast as you did. We are already at
17 confirmed out the 30. If you haven’t been to one, I encourage you to go. I would like to get those
back to the office manager as soon as I can.
Vice President Anderson- Realize you will be voting on a lot of money after hearing the report on the
budget. If you are a person who typically has class, see if you could possibly go a little late. It’s
important that you are there. It will be April 13th.
Senator Dooley- Elections are coming up. If you know anyone who would be a good candidate, let
them know that applications are in the office and online and to talk to Brett, Tyler, or myself about
more information.


Senator Borchardt- My fraternity is doing a Pork Feed April 3rd from 5-7. They are $10 in advance.
You can buy them from any Phi if you are interested in going.
Senator Shay- College of Business will be having a career fair March 22nd. I spoke to Auto Zones for
opportunities in the career fair. They will be talking about internships and jobs. Let me know if you
are interested. Make sure you bring your resume.
Senator Borchardt- The fire department wanted to encourage all students to go to the Salvation
Army in case we have a need for a flood relief. For any of you who are looking to help, I encourage
you to go. March 30th.
Senator Hansen- It just came to my attention that Brett Romberg is hosting a dodge ball
tournament. If you have some free time, come on by. We are doing teams of five.
Roll Call
Senators Present
Jennifer Dooley, Vanessa Rivera, Matthew Lexcen, Shay Adem ola-Sadipe, Spencer Johnson, Nathan
Gustafson, Scott Boyd, Sarah Koenen, Michael Do, Moriah Miles, Stephen Johnson, Amanda Blomgren,
Rachel Sargent, Ted Gibbons, Matthew Lindquist, Braeden Hogie, Kelvin Borchardt, Luke VanBeek, Nansy
Pradhan, Ritesh Maharjan, Sarah Revering, Tyler Ulferts, Michael Hanson
Senators Absent
Matthew O’Flaherty, Dan Krom er, Kofi Abaidoo, Cody Ingenthron, Lela Magxaka, Taylor Pederson
Executive Staff Pres ent
Vice President Anderson
Executive Staff Absent
President Williams

Adjournment Meeting adjourned at 5:40pm.

